
DAREarts Leadership Awards „14 
Rick Mercer, OC, and our newest Champion Mentor, received the 2014 
DAREarts Cultural Award at our annual Leadership Awards Gala. Over 500 
business leaders supported DAREarts’ work to empower at-risk kids. 

 

“Why I am so proud to support DAREarts.”  

READ MORE 

DAREarts Montreal Launched 
This spring, supported by Northbridge Insurance, Montreal students sampled 
arts disciplines that offered life skills as well as exposure to arts and artists. 
Meet Vito, Martin, Mimi and Shaila, as they tell Radio Centre-Ville how they 
found their voice. READ MORE 

DAREarts Toronto‟s Diversity 
What makes DAREarts’ Showcase stand out from countless Toronto school 

plays and recitals? After four months of intensive workshops in galleries, 

theatres and studios and one day of rehearsal, 150 kids call the show. The 

result is a community driven by these kids to reach beyond personal bias to 

embrace diversity, positive change and hope. READ MORE 

DAREarts Kids Widen Their World  
How do 32 14 year olds from 17 TDSB schools collaborate to create 2 films in 
1 day? Film in a Day at Tiff Bell Lightbox. 

 

DAREarts Embeds Financial Literacy  
How does a child who comes from an economically limited background find 
the tools to break the cycle of poverty?  Through “Money DARES.” DAREarts 
kids find creative ways to solve everyday money challenges. READ MORE 

DAREarts‟ First Roots Deepen  
DAREarts Atlantic builds bridges between Mi’kmaq and non-Aboriginal kids in 
Nova Scotia with a shadow puppet play created by students from Sipneka’tic 
First Nation and Millford, N.S. READ MORE 

 

Experience the wonders of 
Cirque du Soleil’s KURIOS  and 
support DAREarts kids!  

Call 905-729-0097 

Thank you, supporters! 

Hop on the Bus! 

We need your help NOW  to safely  transport 
500 kids to our programs all over Toronto and 
beyond!  

READ MORE 

 

Help Kids Ignite Change Follow, Like, Connect and Share! 
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